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Safeguarding Young People and Vulnerable Adults 
1. The Policy 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This policy refers only to those issues which are directly related to the actions concerning 
protection of children and vulnerable adults from significant harm, the referral process and 
the promotion of high standards of personal and professional practice across the College. 
Bullying and harassment, as safeguarding issues and the procedures for dealing with it, 
are addressed in further detail in the College’s Anti-Bullying Policy. The wider remit of 
safeguarding across the College is also addressed through additional relevant policies 
regarding: Student Counselling and Mental Health Guidelines; Staff Code of Conduct; Health, 
Safety & Welfare; Equality & Diversity; Disclosure & Barring Service (DBS); Recruitment; 
Use of Reasonable Force; Student Anti-Bullying Policy; Staff Dignity at Work Policy; 
Safeguarding Training Policy and Data Protection. 
 
The College recognises its statutory responsibility to have a Child Protection Policy. This 
document reflects that responsibility.  However, the College also promotes its desire to 
promote the welfare and safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults. 
 
The College recognises that all students have a right to protection from abuse and York 
College takes seriously its responsibility to protect and safeguard the welfare of all children, 
young people and vulnerable adults who come onto the College campus* from neglect and 
physical, sexual, emotional or financial abuse or other risks. Within this statement the 
College also recognises that in some circumstances it is students too that can abuse or 
pose risks. 
 
*- includes any place where College activities are taking place 
 
Hereafter, the term ‘student(s)’ will be used to include all those children/young people 
under 18 years of age and vulnerable adults and who are enrolled to College courses and 
to whom this Policy is specifically directed. 
 
1.2 Scope of the Policy 
 
The policy refers to guidance issued in Keeping Children Safe in Education (DfE), as it 
applies to FE Colleges.  This guidance is amended each September and any significant 
changes are incorporated as necessary.  It also includes the College’s responsibilities to 
safeguard staff and students against being radicalised. 
  
The Prevent Duty Guidance: for further education institutions in England and Wales was 
approved by parliament and this guidance came into effect from 18 September 2015. 
 
Section 26 of the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 (the Act) places a duty on 
certain bodies (“specified authorities” listed in Schedule 6 to the Act), in the exercise of 
their functions, to have “due regard to the need to prevent people from being drawn into 
terrorism”. This guidance is issued under section 29 of the Act. The Act states that the 
authorities subject to the provisions must have regard to this guidance when carrying out 
the duty. 
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The actions and processes in this policy apply to all staff at York College.  
 
All students, regardless of age or status, are covered by this policy’s overarching aim to 
protect our students from significant harm.  
 
A non-exhaustive list of issues covered in this policy can be found in Appendix E. 
 
This policy applies to all staff and volunteers who act on behalf of the College and who 
come directly into contact with students. 
 
1.2 General Principles 

 
 This policy, and its implementation, represents the College exercising its statutory 

responsibilities to safeguard staff and students, including being radicalised. 
 Its aim is to provide a safe environment for the entire college community 
 In the event of an incident, we will respond swiftly and appropriately to all suspicions or 

allegations of abuse or harm, and provide parents/carers/advocates and students with 
the opportunity to voice their concerns. 

 The College will: 
 
- maintain good links with Local Safeguarding Children’s Boards (LSCBs) and the 
appropriate child and vulnerable adult social services; 
 
-work with external agencies, for example, North Yorkshire Counter Terrorism Unit, 
North Yorkshire Prevent Team, the Local Authority’s Designated Officer (LADO), whilst 
always placing the welfare of the individual at the centre of any action taken; and  
 
- promote the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty 
and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different backgrounds, faiths and 
beliefs  

 
 All decisions will have the student’s best interests at heart and a wider assessment of 

welfare and pastoral need should complement all actions and decisions.  
 Specific records relating to the protection of children and vulnerable adults will be 

stored centrally and confidentially on a single central record.  
 Where a referral has been made to Social Services or Channel, the DSL must be 

informed.  
 The College recognises that all students could be the victims, or perpetrators, of 

neglect and physical, sexual, emotional or financial abuse or may be at risk of harm in 
other ways. Accordingly, York College has adopted the policy contained in this 
document (hereafter “the policy”). The policy sets out agreed guidelines relating to the 
response to allegations of abuse, including those made against staff and volunteers. 

 Staff who have reason to believe that a student may be at risk of causing serious harm 
to themselves, either through self-harm or potential suicide should, in the first instance, 
discuss this with the College’s Student Mental Health Coordinator, or alternatively 
another DSP.  
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2. Implementation and Guidance Topics 

 
2.1  Lead Roles 
 
Whilst all staff have a role to play in keeping students safe, the key roles with regard to 
safeguarding within the College are: 
 

 Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL); the Deputy CE/Principal (Quality and 
Student Experience) 

 Designated Safeguarding Deputy (DSD): the Safeguarding Officer 
 Designated Safeguarding Person (DSP):  a number of staff hold this role, please 

refer to the College’s Safeguarding poster displayed in staff workrooms 
 
Staff should report any concerns they have to the College Safeguarding Officer.  If they 
are not available then a DSP should be contacted. 
 
In cases where the DSL/DSD are required but are absent, then a DSP should make the 
decision, providing details of any referrals with the above named personnel as early as 
possible and recording it on the central database. 
 
If the member of staff, after reporting their concern considers that the student’s situation 
does not appear to be improving they are fully entitled to press for re-consideration.  It is 
important to note that at any time all staff can themselves directly refer any concerns to the 
Local Authority or the Police. 
 
See Appendix D for a summary of the DSP role. 
 
2.2 Early Help 
 
If appropriate, where there is no risk of significant harm but it is felt that the situation could 
deteriorate into a safeguarding problem then the parents/carers/student should be 
encouraged and supported to seek Family Early Help from the relevant social services. If 
they fail to do so in and the situation does deteriorate, the DSP will contact the relevant 
social services referral and assessment team for advice. 
 
Under no circumstances should any college staff attempt to carry out an investigation into 
allegations, disclosure or suspicions. The role of college is to collect the exact details of the 
allegations, disclosure or suspicion, form an initial assessment and provide this information 
to the relevant Local Authority that will investigate the matter under the Children Act 1989 
or relevant protection of vulnerable groups’ legislation. 
 
2.3  Confidentiality 
 
Staff must at all times adhere to the principles of data protection and information security 
(ref York College Data Protection Policy) including, but not exclusive to, the requirement to 
breach confidentiality (and be able to defend a decision to do so) if it is believed a student 
is at risk of coming to, or causing, significant harm; or for the purposes of preventing or 
detecting a criminal offence (ref: Crime and Disorder Act 1998). 
 
In these cases no distinction is made between students who have formally withdrawn 
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consent to share information or not. 
 
When considering breaching confidentiality on safeguarding grounds staff should always 
check first with a DSP, the DSD or the DSL and/or local statutory safeguarding bodies e.g. 
social services. 
 
Where the student is under the age of 18 then the College will abide by the Keeping 
Children Safe in Education (KCSIE) statutory guidance for Schools and Colleges (at the 
applicable date).   
 
For students over the age of 18, the college will apply its Privacy Notice for students which 
states: We sometimes need to share the personal information we process with the 
individual themselves and also with other organisations. Where this is necessary we are 
required to comply with all aspects of the GDPR. 
 
2.4 Concerns about Sexual, Physical, Financial or Emotional Abuse or Neglect 
 
See Appendix B for some definitions of abuse. 
 
If a student is displaying symptoms of abuse or neglect; or is suspected of their 
commission; or if there has been a direct disclosure of abuse, and a referral is to be made 
then: 
 
2.4.1  As soon as possible and certainly by end of the next working day, and after having 

spoken with the student and collected sufficient information, the DSL, DSD or DSP 
should contact the relevant child or adult Social Services Referral and Assessment 
Team or the Police Vulnerable Person’s Unit directly. 

2.4.2  Where contacting parents/carers/advocates/partners would arise serious concerns 
about the student’s safety or the safety of another person, then they should not be 
contacted before first consulting with social services. 

2.4.3  Where emergency medical attention is necessary as a result of abuse it should be 
sought immediately, and a DSP must be informed. Where injuries may have been 
self-inflicted (as a result of self-harm or attempted suicide), contact the Student 
Services via the InfoZone or HelpZone to arrange a referral or follow-up. 

2.4.4  If a referral to the relevant Social Services is being made without the parents’/ 
carers’/ advocates’ knowledge and non-urgent medical  treatment is required, social 
services should be informed. Otherwise, the parents/carers/advocates should be 
contacted and the suggestion made that medical attention be sought for the student. 

 
2.5 Prevention of abuse 
York College will promote the highest standards in personal and professional practice in 
order to prevent incidents of abuse within the College and will take seriously and respond 
appropriately to any allegations made against staff, students or volunteers. (Further 
information and advice are in the Staff Code of Conduct, available via the HR Intranet 
pages) 
 
2.5.1 The College will include the promotion of high standards in personal and professional 
practice across teams within the child protection and safeguarding training programme so 
that staff can ensure that actions and activities in their day to day work allow students to 
feel safe, and that they become aware of actions and activities which may make them 
vulnerable to allegations of abuse. 
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2.5.2 The College will raise awareness amongst the students about how they can identify 
behaviours and protect themselves against abuse and serious harm and what action they 
can take if they find themselves to be a victim of abuse. This will be done by positive 
engagement through class-based activities e.g. tutorials and student-facing special events.  
 
2.6  Intimate partner violence 
 
If a student displays an injury which may be non–accidental or other symptoms of abuse 
from a current or previous partner then a DSP should make a referral to a relevant agency 
such as IDAS (Independent Domestic Abuse Services). An assessment of risk and 
circumstance should consider whether or not the case should be disclosed to 
parents/carers, referred to social services, the police or to a Multi-Agency Risk 
Assessment Conference (MARAC). 
 
2.7  Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE)/Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) 
 
CSE/CCE occurs where a power imbalance is used to coerce, manipulate or deceive a 
child into sexual or criminal activity. Where this is suspected, inform a DSP. This must then 
be discussed with the DSL or DSD who will lead on the matter and should then, refer to the 
relevant Local Authority. 
 
2.8  Sexual Assault/Sexual Violence 
 
College Policy follows guidance issued in 'Keeping Children Safe in Education’.  
 
In the event that a student discloses being a victim of sexual assault/violence the staff 
member must report this to a DSP, who must then involve the DSL or DSD who will: 
 

 Assess risk & decide whether the matter should be referred to social services 
and/or the police. 

 
The DSL or DSD should: 
 

 Support the student to report this directly to the police; 
 Refer to a local Sexual Assault Referral Centre and/or an Independent Sexual 

Violence Advisor (ISVA); 
 Make a referral to College pastoral services – e.g. counselling; 
 Seek permission for college to disclose the matter to parents/carers. 

 
When dealing with these matters it is important that the wishes and feelings of the 
reporting student are respected. The student should retain as much control over the 
process as is reasonably practical. However, If it is assessed at any point that the student 
(or anybody else) is at an ongoing risk of being significantly harmed then any request for 
confidentiality cannot be respected, and the local authority and/or police must be informed. 
 
2.9  Sexting and Youth Produced Sexual Imagery 
 
This is classed as young people sending or receiving sexual images/videos of themselves 
or others. Whilst this is technically an offence, the police must be certain there is a public 
interest case when deciding to prosecute. Public interest is determined by the risk of harm 
and whether or not aggravating factors such as blackmail, exploitation or threats of suicide 
are present. Young people can be involved in sexting in several different ways: they may 
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lose control of their own image; receive an image of someone else; or share an image of 
another person. 
 
Clear distinction is made between under 18s sharing sexual images of one another and 
images being stored/taken or shared of an under 18 by somebody over 18. This should be 
referred immediately to the police/social services.  
 
This a legally complex area so any issues reported must be discussed with the DSL or 
DSD to clarify next steps.   
 
2.10  Student-on-student safeguarding risks 
 
In addition to standard procedures, where it is known there is a risk of harm present as a 
result of an allegation being been made towards another student, the DSL or DSD must be 
notified. They will then lead on forming a risk assessment to keep both the alleged victim 
and perpetrator safe in college. The assessment must also consider the risk to other 
students and/or staff. 
 
Where relevant and known this assessment should replicate any conditions laid down by 
the police. 
 
2.11  Criminal Exploitation 
 
This is criminal activity where a person uses an imbalance of power, coercion and control to 
engage a young person or vulnerable adult into criminal activity. This incorporates ‘County 
Lines’, often involving the supply of drugs under the control of organised and remote 
criminals. 
 
Where this is suspected, inform a DSP. This must then be discussed with the DSL or DSD 
who should then refer to the relevant Local Authority and/or the police. 
 
2.12  Honour Based Violence 
 
This term embraces a variety of crimes of violence (mainly but not exclusively against 
women, including assault, imprisonment and murder where the person is being punished 
by their family or their community. They are being punished for actually, or allegedly, 
undermining what the family or community believes to be culturally acceptable behaviour.  
 
2.13  Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
 
This is a serious criminal offence and consequently the College has a duty to act upon any 
disclosures.  
 
Mandatory reporting by teachers does NOT apply to FE Colleges in England. However, if 
you receive a disclosure or you strongly believe FGM to have taken place (or is likely to 
take place) then staff MUST report it through safeguarding channels.  
 
This will then be managed by the Designated Safeguarding Lead or Deputy. At this point it 
is likely (although not guaranteed) that the police and/or social services will be contacted.  
Further information is available here: https://www.28toomany.org/what-is-fgm/  
 
2.14  Forced Marriage 
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Forced marriage is a criminal offence. A forced marriage is one entered into without the 
full and free consent of one or both parties and where violence, threats or any other 
form of coercion is used to cause a person to enter into a marriage. 
 
Where a student under 18 has disclosed that they will be, or has been, forced to marry, or 
where staff have a strong suspicion that this may be the case, or where a student is 
suspected of forcing marriage, then it must be communicated to a DSP who will take 
responsibility for reporting it as a form of child abuse to the police domestic violence unit 
and/or social services.  
 
2.15 Students with Learning Difficulties, and/or Disabilities (LLDD) 
 
2.15.1 Some students with learning difficulties and/or disabilities may be especially 
vulnerable to abuse, or harm, or be less aware they are being harmful to another. Extra 
care should be taken to interpret correctly possible signs of abuse and neglect. Any 
indication of abuse of, or by, these students should be reported in the same way as for 
other students. The Learning Support Team should work with the DSP to support the 
student throughout. 
 
2.15.2 Where abuse is suspected, students who have difficulties in communicating should 
be given the chance to express themselves to a member of staff with appropriate 
knowledge of the required communication skills and/or be provided with an advocate. York 
College endeavours to create an atmosphere in which students with learning difficulties 
and/or disabilities feel equally confident and able to discuss these matters. 
 
2.16 Looked After Young People and Care Leavers 
York College recognises that these groups of students are more likely to be at risk or 
otherwise vulnerable and so will share relevant information wherever reasonable with the 
Local Authority’s Social Services, including contributions to Care Reviews.  
    
2.17 Governors 
York College Governors do not undertake regulated activity. Consequently they are not 
required by law to undertake the full range of statutory checks. However, the College’s 
policy is to undertake an enhanced DBS check (but excluding a barred list check) on all 
new governors. 
 
2.18  Allegations against staff or volunteers 
York College will follow the statutory procedures in line with the relevant LSCB (Local 
Safeguarding Children Board) or Safeguarding Adults Boards if any allegation is made 
against a member of staff. 
 
All allegations against staff or volunteers should be referred to the Principal, who is the 
Senior Management Officer (SMO) with designated responsibility for dealing with 
allegations against staff and volunteers. The SMO is the first line of contact and will deal 
with allegations appropriately. 
 
If the allegation concerns behaviours or actions toward a student under the age of 18, the 
matter must be discussed with the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO) within 1 
working day of the allegation being made. The SMO, or any other person, must not 
undertake any investigation into the allegation or take any measures other than those 
aimed at securing immediate safety or evidence. The procedures for responding to 
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allegations against staff or volunteers (where students are involved) are available on the 
relevant LSCB website. If allegations against a member of staff are substantiated, referral 
to the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA) will be considered by the LADO in 
consultation with the Principal/appropriate member(s) of the Strategic Leadership Team 
(SLT). 
 
If the allegation concerns behaviours or actions against an adult, the process followed 
should be in line with procedures available from the relevant Adult Safeguarding Boards. 
 
Allegations against the Principal or members of the Governing body will be referred to the 
Director of Governance who should notify the Chair of the Corporation. In such 
circumstances, it will be the responsibility of the Chair of the Corporation to follow the 
processes set out above. 
 
Expectations regarding wider staff conduct and behaviours are covered in the Staff Code 
of Conduct.  
 
2.19 Record keeping 
Records relating to child and adult protection cases are kept securely on a central record. 
Access is limited to DSPs, the DSL and the DSD only. Other staff can request, but not 
necessarily receive, information by speaking to any of the aforementioned.  
 
If safeguarding information about a pupil has been passed from another school to the 
College, then a note will be recorded confidentially. The papers will then be held with the 
DSD and a note to this effect put on ProMonitor. 
 
If staff have concerns about a student then it is worth checking with the DSD to see if there 
is any such information to hand which might enable the College to better support the 
student.  
 
If staff receive a safeguarding file this should be handed to the DSD.  
 
If a member of staff believes that a school has records but none have been provided, they 
should speak with the DSD who can request the file from the school. 
 
If a student, for whom the College has a safeguarding record leaves the College and 
progresses to another Institution who require this information, we will apply the following: 
 

 Where the student is under the age of 18 then the College will abide by the Keeping 
Children Safe in Education (KCSIE) statutory guidance for Schools and Colleges (at 
the applicable date).   

 For students over the age of 18, the college will apply its Privacy Notice for students 
which states: We sometimes need to share the personal information we process 
with the individual themselves and also with other organisations. Where this is 
necessary we are required to comply with all aspects of the GDPR. 

 
  
2.20  Staff Training 
 All members of staff will undertake College defined mandatory training (Safeguarding 

Level 1) 
 Those members of staff engaged in regulated activity, will also undertake College 

defined mandatory training (Safeguarding Level 2) 
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 Level 2 training will include how to distinguish between levels of concern and harm, 
and knowing how to report a concern. 

 
2.21  Children Missing from Education 
Whilst there is a legal requirement on schools (and other providers) who provide education 
to children of compulsory school age to report any child missing from education, there is 
no requirement for this on Colleges.  However, there is an expectation that we will 
safeguard children (i.e. students aged under 18) who are attending College. 
 
None of our Local Authorities have a process for dealing with such situations, however, 
staff will adopt the approach identified in the next paragraph. 
 
If staff know of any student (under the age of 18, or is deemed to be a vulnerable student 
of any age) who has been missing from College for a period of two college weeks, and for 
whom we have no reason as to why that is, then they should alert the College’s 
Safeguarding Officer.  They will then check against the confidential information held by the 
College (Safeguarding/Welfare) and decide if a referral to the appropriate Social Services 
should take place.  
 
2.22 Informing ESFA about serious safeguarding incidents  
 
The ESFA (Education and Skills Funding Agency) has included safeguarding in the 
funding agreements and contracts. Whilst the local authority and the provider have the 
primary duties in respect of safeguarding, the Secretary of State (SoS) has a general duty 
to promote the wellbeing of children in England under section 7 of the Children and Young 
Persons Act 2008. ESFA’s role therefore, is to provide assurance to the SoS, in meeting 
their general duty, in that the right organisations are taking action to keep all pupils and 
students safe. In order to ensure ESFA is made aware of serious safeguarding incidents, 
these clauses have been added to the funding agreements and contracts: 
 
The circumstances in which ESFA funded providers should inform ESFA of safeguarding 
referrals/concerns 
 
The main issues/referrals ESFA want to be notified about, where any funded students are 
concerned, are those that result in police investigations. ESFA needs to be sighted on 
these cases and satisfied the right action is in hand by responsible bodies. 
 
Information to be provided to ESFA about Prevent referrals to Channel panels 
Institutions will only need to notify ESFA that a referral has been made, no other 
information is required. 
 
Information to be provided to ESFA about Disclosure and Barring Service 
 
Institutions will only need to notify ESFA that a referral has been made, no other 
information is required. 
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3 Prevention of Extremism – The ‘Prevent’ Agenda 
 
3.1  Context 
Section 21 of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015 places a duty on colleges to 
have due regard to the need to prevent people from being drawn in to terrorism.   
Young people and vulnerable groups are particularly targeted by groups who may promote 
extremist activity, consequently preventing extremism is classed as a safeguarding issue.  
 
There are many extremist ideologies but the largest risk in the York and North Yorkshire 
area is from far right extremism, so as a College we are much more likely to come across 
a student who is at risk of being radicalised into this than we are anything else.  
 
Radicalisation is the process people go through to enable them to support extreme 
ideologies and acts.  
 
Extremism is defined as using violence or systems and processes outside of the rule of 
law/democracy to further an aim or ideology. 
 
Terrorism is a specific act. It is a method used to further the aims of a particular ideology 
using fear and violence e.g. ISIS suicide bombers, the murder of Jo Cox MP (June 2016), 
arson attacks, knife and gun attacks such as those outside parliament at the Bataclan 
nightclub in Paris (November 2015) or bombing events e.g. Manchester bombing of a 
concert (May 2017). 
 
Staff should always be alert to any student who has expressed intent to harm individuals 
or expresses support for extremist groups, see item 3.7 below.  
 
3.2 College staff should undertake mandatory ‘Prevent’ training, to ensure they are better 
equipped to spot whether a student might be at risk of radicalisation. 
 
3.3 Any concerns about radicalization should be reported through college safeguarding 
procedures. It may be necessary for a DSP to liaise with the relevant Channel contacts at 
North Yorkshire Police or suggest other interventions to protect that individual from 
radicalisation. 
 
3.4 The College will also promote the ethos of the ‘Prevent’ agenda by encouraging free 
and open debate whilst at the same time challenging extreme views. It will encourage, 
through its staff training, classroom practice, themed events and induction activities, a 
belief in the British Values of democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and promote 
mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs, or those who 
choose not to follow a faith. 
 
3.5 The College has a legal responsibility to forbid the promotion of partisan political views 
in the teaching of any subject. Staff must take such steps as are reasonably practicable to 
ensure that there is civil discourse at all times and should present or encourage political 
balance where appropriate. 
 
Promotion of any organisations linked to extremism, by staff or students, is contrary to the 
values of the College, and a potential criminal offence, and could, therefore, constitute 
misconduct. 
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3.6 The College will provide appropriate support through its own staff or by referral to 
external agencies, including Channel, for any student perceived to be in danger of 
radicalisation. 
 
 

3.7 A risk assessment process (Appendix F) ensures the College will not knowingly host or 
allow its premises to be used by extreme groups and will seek to prevent the distribution of 
extreme literature. 
 
If staff have any concerns about a student, they should follow the College’s safeguarding 
procedures.  
 
Further information is available here at www.ltai.info or www.educateagainsthate.com      
 
 
4.  Working with Employers/Sub-contractors 
 
The College will work with its employers and sub-contractors to ensure that any staff or 
students working with them will be safeguarded in a way that is consistent with the 
College’s statutory duties.  This will include, but not be limited to the following actions: 
 

 Ensuring employees of employers/sub-contractors are suitably trained, and that 
training is up to date; 

 Providing appropriate briefings to employers/sub-contractors; 
 Discussing safeguarding regularly at meetings between the College and 

employers/sub-contractors; 
 Establishing an effective reporting framework for employers/sub-contractors to raise 

any concerns about individual students with the College; 
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Appendix A – Safeguarding process flowchart 
 
Procedures for dealing with Safeguarding (including Prevent) Concerns or Disclosures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

# if the concern relates to an 
extreme mental health risk initially 
contact the Student Mental Health 
Coordinator 

Once the information has been passed on to the relevant personnel, those involved will be offered appropriate support.  
A referral may be made to the relevant child or adult social services where appropriate and those involved will be informed 
of the outcomes (within the rules of confidentiality).  

Does the disclosure involve allegations of 
a member of staff? 

Yes 

Is the allegation 
against the 
Principal/ 

Governors? 

Yes 
Contact the 
Director of 

Governance 

No 

1. Listen to what’s 
being said 
 

2. Ask relevant, but 
not leading, 
questions 
 

3. Speak to a DSP 
as soon as 
possible # 
 
and 
 

4. Record your 
actions 

 

No 

Inform the 
Principal Follow statutory 

procedures set out 
in section 1.6 of the 
Safeguarding Policy 

Contact the Chair of 
Corporation** 

**In the absence of the Chair of 
the Corporation contact the Vice 
Chair 
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Appendix B Definitions of Abuse 
 

1. Neglect 
The persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical and/or psychological needs, likely to 
result in the serious impairment of the child’s health or development. Neglect may occur 
during pregnancy, for example, as a result of maternal substance abuse. Once a child is born, 
neglect may involve a parent or carer failing to: provide adequate food, clothing and shelter 
(including exclusion from home or abandonment); protect a child from physical and emotional 
harm or danger; ensure adequate supervision (including the use of inadequate care-givers); or 
ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment. It may also include neglect of, or 
unresponsiveness to, a child’s basic emotional needs.  
 

2. Physical Abuse 
A form of abuse which may involve hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning or scalding, 
drowning, suffocating or otherwise causing physical harm to a child. Physical harm may also 
be caused when a parent or carer fabricates the symptoms of, or deliberately induces, illness 
in a child.  
 

3. Sexual Abuse 
Involves forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual activities, not 
necessarily involving a high level of violence, whether or not the child is aware of what is 
happening. The activities may involve physical contact, including assault by penetration (for 
example rape or oral sex) or non-penetrative acts such as masturbation, kissing, rubbing and 
touching outside of clothing. They may also include non-contact activities, such as involving 
children in looking at, or in the production of, sexual images, watching sexual activities, 
encouraging children to behave in sexually inappropriate ways, or grooming a child in 
preparation for abuse. Sexual abuse can take place online, and technology can be used to 
facilitate offline abuse. Sexual abuse is not solely perpetrated by adult males. Women can 
also commit acts of sexual abuse, as can other children. The sexual abuse of children by 
other children is a specific safeguarding issue in education. 
 

4. Emotional Abuse 
The persistent emotional maltreatment of a child such as to cause severe and adverse effects 
on the child’s emotional development. It may involve conveying to a child that they are 
worthless or unloved, inadequate, or valued only insofar as they meet the needs of another 
person. It may include not giving the child opportunities to express their views, deliberately 
silencing them or ‘making fun’ of what they say or how they communicate. It may feature age 
or developmentally inappropriate expectations being imposed on children. These may include 
interactions that are beyond a child’s developmental capability as well as overprotection and 
limitation of exploration and learning, or preventing the child from participating in normal social 
interaction. It may involve seeing or hearing the ill-treatment of another. It may involve serious 
bullying (including cyberbullying), causing children frequently to feel frightened or in danger, or 
the exploitation or corruption of children. Some level of emotional abuse is involved in all types 
of maltreatment of a child, although it may occur alone.   
 

5. Financial Abuse 
The illegal or unauthorised use of a person’s property, money, or other valuables (including 
changing the person's will to name the abuser as heir), often fraudulently obtaining power of 
attorney, followed by deprivation of money or other property, or by eviction from own home. 
Financial abuse applies to both elder abuse and domestic violence where money is used to 
exert control over the victim. 
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Appendix C: Glossary of Terms 
 
Adult 
People aged 18 years or over who are not defined as vulnerable (see vulnerable adults). 
 
Adult authorities 
Include any local social services organisations which provide support for those over 18. 
 
Allegation 
When someone reports specific but as yet unproven unacceptable behaviour where 
abuse/harm may have occurred. 
 
Channel 
The police-led external referral process for anyone presenting with extremism 
concerns. This is a multi-agency approach outside of the criminal justice process and 
is voluntary. 
 
Child 
A person under the age of 18 years. A child becomes an adult on the date of their 18th 

birthday. 
 
Care Leaver 
A person, normally over the age of 18, who has previously been in care (see Looked 
After Young Person) 
 
Concern 
A worrying situation involving a student but which does not, without further 
assessment, pose a risk of significant harm to the individual or another person 
 
DSD 
Designated Safeguarding Deputy 
 
DSL 
Designated Safeguarding Lead 
 
DSP 
Designated Safeguarding Person. 
 
Disclosure 
A person specifically tells someone they are being harmed or abused in some way. 
 
DBS 
Disclosure and Barring Service [replaced the Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA) 
and Criminal Records Bureau (CRB)] 
 
Extremism: 
Acts using violence systems and processes outside of the rule of law to further an aim 
or cause 
 
LADO 
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Local Authority Designated Officer 
 
 
LSAB 
Local Safeguarding Adult Board 
 
LSCB 
Local Safeguarding Children Board. 
 
Looked After Young Person 
A young person under 18 who is in some form of care by the local authority. They may 
or may not live with parents or foster carers and may have been placed in care for a 
number for reasons; such as abuse, family ill health or past neglect. 
 
Radicalisation 
The process a person goes through to come to support forms of extremism and terrorism. 
 
SMO 
Senior Management Officer – the Principal 
 
SMT 
Senior Management Team – the Principal, Deputy Principals, Director of Finance and 
Assistant Principals 
 
Staff 
Those individuals employed by York College. 
 
Student 
For the purpose of this policy this term covers any children or young people under the 
age of 18 and any vulnerable adults who are currently studying at York College. 
 
Student Services 
Professionals at York College with the knowledge, training and experience to give 
advice and support (and in some circumstances refer on to more specialist support) on 
pastoral, welfare, mental health and lifestyle issues. 
 
Terrorism 
A specific act by extremists used to instill fear and terror amongst people and 
communities 
 
Volunteers 
Those individuals who work at the college in an unpaid capacity and help out in the 
classroom and/or assist with offsite activities. 
 
Vulnerable adults 
Persons aged 18 years or over with a learning or physical disability, a physical or mental 
illness, chronic or otherwise, including an addiction to alcohol or drugs and /or a reduction 
in physical or mental capacity. 
 
Young Person 
A term used to define ‘children’ of college age who are under the age of 18. 
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Appendix D:  Role Summary of Designated Safeguarding Person (DSP) 
 
Purpose of this Role 
 

 To promote positive safeguarding procedures and practices so that all our students 
feel safe 

 To provide a level of support to staff which ensures consistency in the 
implementation of the College’s safeguarding procedures (as specified in the 
Safeguarding Young People and Vulnerable Adults (Child Protection) Policy) 

 To make assessments, decisions and referrals that best protect students at risk of 
abuse and/or other harm. 

 
Specific Duties 
 To have a thorough understanding of the Safeguarding Young People and 

Vulnerable Adults (Child Protection) Policy 
 To act as a key point of referral for students and staff so that the College can respond 

swiftly and appropriately to all suspicions or allegations of abuse 
 To follow up all referrals and disclosures made directly by students or via staff in 

accordance with the policy, the guidelines and procedures and, as appropriate, to the 
specific circumstances of the referral. This will involve: 

 
 receiving information from, and offering advice to, staff, volunteers, children and 

young people, vulnerable adults, parents and carers about concerns relating to 
vulnerable adult or child protection issues, 

 assessing this information promptly and taking appropriate action, 
 maintaining secure records of this information on the College’s safeguarding 

database, 
 ensuring that the information is shared with the Safeguarding Officer so that it can 

be monitored and records held centrally on the College’s safeguarding database 
can be updated. 

 
 To be familiar with: 
 local and national safeguarding legislation and guidance, 
 procedures for referral to the local authority’s children’s or adults services, 
 police procedures for investigating abuse of children and vulnerable adults. 

 
 To know how to contact, and establish links, with key stakeholders of Local 

Safeguarding Children Boards and the relevant people within children’s and adult 
services or police so that referrals can be made 

 To maintain appropriate levels of training 
 To maintain appropriate confidentiality regarding safeguarding cases at all times 
 To be active participants at relevant safeguarding meetings. 
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Appendix E – Non-exhaustive scope of the Policy 
 
 

• Abuse: neglect, physical, sexual, emotional and financial 
• bullying including cyberbullying   
• children missing education   
• child missing from home or care  
• child criminal exploitation (CCE) 
• child sexual exploitation (CSE)   
• Criminal exploitation & County Lines  
• domestic violence   
• drugs   
• fabricated or induced illness   
• faith abuse   
• female genital mutilation (FGM)   
• forced marriage  
• gangs and youth violence   
• gender-based violence/violence against women and girls (VAWG)  
• hate   
• mental health  
• missing children and adults strategy   
• Modern slavery 
• private fostering   
• preventing radicalisation   
• relationship abuse   
• Self-neglect 
• sexting   
• Sexual assault & violence 
• trafficking  
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APPENDIX F: External Speaker Flowchart  
Extracted from York College’s External Speaker Procedure document. 

 

Does the activity have the potential for extremist views, actions or behaviour to be expressed?  If the answer is ‘No’, or not very likely, then no further action is required.  If the 
answer is ‘Yes’ or ‘Possibly’ then you should follow the flowchart below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Is this more likely 
to be due to the 
topic itself? 

Is this more likely 
to be due to the 
External 
Speaker? 
 

Possibly 
 

Undertake open source research via the Internet e.g. is there 
content that would indicate the person, or the organization(s) 
they work/have worked for (or represent) has expressed 
extremist views, actions or behaviours? 
 
Contact:  is there someone you could contact to ask relevant 
questions?  

Concerns 
identified  

Complete External Speaker 
Consent Form 

No concerns 
identified  No Further Action Required 

Is this more likely 
to be due to the 
reactions/respon
ses of the 
audience e.g. 
student group 
 

Possibly 
 

Speak to colleagues about this, 
particularly ones who know the group 
 

Possibly 
 

Is the topic part of a 
syllabus and therefore 
must be covered?  

Possible concerns identified  

Must the topic be covered 
through an external speaker? Yes 

 
Yes 

 

Complete External Speaker 
Consent Form 

Complete External Speaker 
Consent Form 

Consider: 
Why are you thinking about using an external speaker, can the 
topic be covered in  another way? 
Do you still want to go ahead? 

No concerns 
identified  

No Further Action Required 

No 
 

No 
 

No 
 

No Further Action Required 


